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INTRODUCTION

More than 25% of Minnesota’s K-12 students are now using Minnesota’s school options, and 
the number/percentage of participants is growing steadily. This paper helps describe the grow-
ing interest in more personalized education, identifies what some students seek as avenues to 
personalization, suggests ways to provide a more accurate picture of what’s happening and 
explains how these efforts can help Minnesota develop a continuously, self-improving public 
education system.

Over the last 40 years, schooling options have grown across the education landscape in 
Minnesota. This expansion has produced more opportunities available to students and their 
families/caregivers. Many allow for the personalization of education, which can and in some 
cases has dramatically reduced high school graduation gaps among participating students.

This report builds upon the recent work from Ted Kolderie identifying education 
personalization as best understood through a “pathways, practices and degrees” framework. 
Kolderie’s framework defines pathways as options for students in Minnesota to access per-
sonalized, credit-granting education, practices as those actions taken within each pathway to 
personalize learning to the student, and degrees as “the degree of personalization” occurring 
within a given pathway as a result of the practices. This report uses the pathways, practices and 
degrees framework to reconceptualize Minnesota’s public education system in a way that will 
support students and parents in understanding their options and contribute to a more equitable 
education system. This report also aims to support Minnesota in developing a self-improving 
education system by pointing out areas where data gathering might be strengthened in ways 
that provide a more accurate picture of these pathways.

Minnesota has been identified as having some of the worst graduation, test score, and 
college readiness education gaps in the nation along the lines of race and class.1 Moreover, 
Minnesotans experience public schools quite differently. For example, a 2021 survey found:  
“Less than 30 percent of Minnesota’s people of color believe schools offer equal opportunities to 
all students,” and, “Black Minnesotans were the least likely to say Black children have the same 
opportunities as their white peers”.2 One powerful way to make progress is to listen to students 
who have dropped out. Why did they leave before graduating, and what changes would help 
them be more successful?

Some answers come from the “Nobody Ever Asked Me” report from the Wilder Research 
Center, High School for Recording Arts and Center for Policy Design, which asked high school 
students why they left school. This report provided insight from the voices of young people as 
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to what some of Minnesota’s youth want from their education programs. Many of their answers 
indicate a desire for greater personalization. If, as was done with this report, Minnesota’s data 
gathering systems “follow the youth” to answer some of its questions about how to better meet 
their schooling needs, perhaps more progress might be made towards better outcomes for all.

Pathways to personalization emphasize meeting the different needs of each student and 
their support networks. Personalization leads to student engagement and motivation. A 2020 
Education Week Research Center survey showed that “90% of district and school administrators 
nationwide ranked student engagement and motivation as the #1 priority area for improve-
ments.”3 Given the importance of personalization to equity, i.e. the need to deliver an education 
program responsive to each unique student’s needs as opposed to an education system that pro-
vides the same program to all students, we view this report as contributing to a more socially just 
system of education that recognizes its existence within an unequal society.

Many Minnesota educators and policymakers have worked hard to help each youngster 
achieve their potential by providing more pathways to personalization. Minnesota requires that 
every student, in cooperation with educators and family members develop an individual plan for 
life after high school by the ninth grade. The law requires that this must be done with educators 
and family members (see Mn Statute 120B.125). Minnesota has one of the broadest alternative 
public-school programs for students with whom traditional schools are failing. It is the first state 
to ratify public chartered school legislation in the country. Minnesota also has the broadest array 
of options for how high school students can earn free college credit, including on college cam-
puses, on-line or in high schools.

The term “pathways to personalization” describes the options students and their families/
caregivers have for schooling at the institutional level. This includes the many accredited sectors 
of schooling in Minnesota that seek to meet the specific needs of students more fully. Such per-
sonalization happens either by facilitating relationships between adults and students in schools, 
identifying and working to meet the unique needs and interests of students and their families/
caregivers, or some combination of both.

As we apply the pathways, practices, and degrees framework, publicly available data will 
be presented that demonstrates growth in these pathways over time. This data helps show the 
scale of the pathways and helps explains how the state of Minnesota might improve its data 
gathering systems to document trends within each more accurately. Accurate data tracking for 
these pathways would support the state in the ongoing development of a self-improving sys-
tem. Without accurate data, a self-improving system cannot determine to what and how it might 
respond. Because of the ways in which data has been gathered to-date, we do not claim the fol-
lowing findings as definitive. Instead, we present this report as a start, a first look, at the current 
state of personalization in Minnesota.
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Minnesota’s Twelve Pathways to Personalization:
1. Conventional District Public Schools

2. Open and Inter-District Enrollment 
Option

3. Tracking:  Special Education (SpEd), 
Advanced Placement (AP) and the 
International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Program

4. Home Schooling

5. Online Learning (OLL)

6. Area Learning Centers (ALCs) and 
State Approved Alternative Programs 
(SAAP)

7. Public Chartered Schools

8. Post Secondary Enrollment Options 
(PSEO)

9. Concurrent Enrollment (a.k.a. College 
in Schools)

10. Career and Technical Education

11. Private Schools

12. Tribally Controlled Schools via the 
Bureau of Indian Education (BIE)

Each of the pathways may demonstrate a different degree of personalization. If a student chooses 
a conventional public school, for example, they get what the school offers for the most part. Ex-
ceptions to this exist. If a conventional school offers AP, IB or PSEO students may access those 
pathways through their conventional school. While these exceptions allow for some choice, AP 
and IB classes do not differ from school to school. The only difference is whether a student takes 
them or not. On the other hand, if a student chooses to attend the Farmington or Spring Lake 
Park school districts, for example, they’re likely to receive a form of schooling personalized at the 
curricular level. This might represent a high degree of personalization.

Alternative schools, as another example, may offer a high degree of personalization or be 
quite rudimentary in their efforts to meet each student’s unique needs. At Avalon, each student 
has a personal learning plan. But some alternative schools only offer packet-driven learning. As 
each pathway receives detail throughout this report, readers will also find a description of the 
degree of personalization found within each.

Data from the Minnesota Department of Education shows a conservative estimation that 
the twelve pathways reached at least one fourth of Minnesota’s students in 2018. This report 
describes each pathway, their degrees of personalization, the ways in which they overlap with one 
another, and the currently available data on enrollment for each. To determine which pathways 
do and do not qualify for coverage in this report, we considered only those that are certified 
with the ability to grant students credit towards their high school diploma as well as the options 
codified by the state to support them. Private tutoring, for example, does not fall within this 
catchment while private schooling does.
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Describing Each Pathway to Personalization
Each of the twelve pathways to personalization differ from, and intersect with, one another in 
important ways. These differences, including their degrees of personalization, and how they in-
tersect are described below. Each description also includes a list of other pathways accessible to 
students and their families while engaged in the pathway in question. Figure 1 displays some of 
the pathways covered herein, their growth over time, and an unduplicated representation of their 
enrollment as a fraction of the whole.

Figure 1. Enrollment in School Pathways in MN from FY’s 1989-2021 by  
Pathway Type

This graph uses data presenting the unduplicated enrollment of students in the various sectors provided by the MDE. “Undu-
plicated” means no student has been counted twice across any of the identified program types. In the case of PSEO, the number 
represented refers only to the PSEO students enrolled in PSEO full-time. The PSEO Enrollment number does not, therefore, 
include students enrolled part time in PSEO or in Concurrent Enrollment courses offered in high schools. For the accurate 
number of students enrolled in PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment, see Figure 6. Alternative School Enrollment includes ALC’s 
and charter schools who are members of the SAAP. It does not, however, include charter schools with alternative programming 
not formally considered an ALC or part of the SAAP.
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Conventional Public Schools

Pathways Accessible via Conventional Public Schools: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment

• Special Education

• Advanced Placement

• International Baccalaureate

• Online Learning

Practices
• Single-discipline curricula

• Standardized testing as primary mode of evaluation

• Tracking

Degree of Personalization
• Low

Conventional public schools include those designed to serve the broadest swathe of Minnesota’s 
students with no tuition. They sometimes enroll thousands of students, engage in the practice of 
banking models of education,4 separating subjects into individual disciplines, providing public 
busing and school lunch programs, track students based on perceived ability, and using stan-
dardized tests as the primary mode of evaluation. Conventional public schools also often have 
numerous competitive sports options and typically serve students who reside in the legally iden-
tified district.

Students can choose from pathways accessible via conventional public schools like those 
listed in the grey box to the right, but do not receive a degree of personalization that allows for 
choice at the curricular level as to what is learned and how. For that reason, it could be said con-
ventional public schools provide a low degree of personalization. Most of Minnesota’s students 
are enrolled in these programs. In FY ’19 there were 815,335 E-12 students of a total 974,950 
enrolled in a conventional public school.5

There are exceptions to the one-size-fits-all approach of most of Minnesota’s conventional public 
schools. One important caveat within the public-school sector are agency schools working to 
personalize education and do things differently. Three such schools are the Perpich Arts High 
School, the Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf, and the Minnesota State Academy for the 
Blind. These are all publicly funded, but cannot be considered conventional, and are neither dis-
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trict nor chartered public schools. Their program differs greatly from that of conventional public 
schools as well as from each other. Learning within these three public schools may unfold with a 
high degree of personalization, particularly in the two schools serving students with hearing and 
visual disabilities.

The St. Paul Open World Learning Community stands as another very important example 
of a Minnesota public school doing things differently. This school starts every year with an August, 
individual student/family/educator goal-setting conference. Now celebrating its 50th year as part 
of the St Paul Public Schools, the school has attracted thousands of visitors and a national award 
from the US Dept of Education. It’s one of the nation’s oldest public-school options.

Harbor City College Preparatory School in Duluth, MN requires students to spend 60% 
or more of their time performing acts of service and community building during two Service 
Learning symposia while enrolled. These moments provide students the opportunity to do immer-
sive, hands-on learning through a series of options for volunteering curated by the school itself.

McKinley Area Learning Center, in St Cloud (part of the local district) holds several con-
ferences with students and family members. The school has both full and part time students. 
Students can make up credits that they have missed. Faculty differentiate instruction to help 
students learn in ways that work for them.

Open Enrollment and Inter-District Enrollment Option

Pathways Accessible via Open and Inter-District Enrollment: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment

• Special Education

• Advanced Placement

• International Baccalaureate

• Online Learning

Practices:
• Increased enrollment options

Degree of Personalization
• Low

The open and inter-district enrollment options emerged to allow students and their fami-
lies the choice of schools for their student to attend. Through open enrollment, students living in 
one district but who want to attend a school in a district other than their residential district may 
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do so. Inter-district enrollment refers to the ability to choose to attend a school other than their 
current school but from within their residential district. Students may want to change schools for 
several reasons. The primary practice engaged in this pathway is that of greater access to school 
choice via increased enrollment options. Promoters of the online learning option have identi-
fied open and inter-district enrollment as facilitating students’ abilities to access online learning, 
which may be available at some conventional public schools but not others.

While students can access pathways that allow for a high degree of personalization through 
open and inter-district enrollment, these two pathways do not themselves allow for a degree of 
personalization beyond providing access to greater choices at the school level. As a result, these 
pathways have been identified as providing for a low degree of personalization. More than 86,000 
students used the open enrollment pathway in FY ’21, or 9.9% of E-12 students.6

Tracking:  Special Education, Advanced Placement, and the 
International Baccalaureate Program
As a group of pathways, Tracking includes Special Education, Advanced Placement and the Inter-
national Baccalaureate program. We include these under the banner of “Tracking” because they 
all engage in the practice of separating students into different classrooms and engaging a differ-
ent curriculum. The outcomes of these practices is beyond the scope of evaluation in this report.

Special Education (SpEd)

SpEd Practices:
• Individual Education Plan 

(a.k.a. 504)

• One-on-one instruction

• Separate classrooms

SpEd Degree of Personalization
• Moderate-High

Special Education, or SpEd, is available often only to those with a diagnosed learning disability 
or to those who have faced a number of disciplinary issues.78 There is a history of racist and gen-
der-based discrimination leading to a disproportionate number of students of color and, partic-
ularly, young women of color ending up in special education programs. Special education has 
been identified as one way in which the public school system keeps students of color and from 
low-income backgrounds away from more rigorous courses.9 Some students actively seek the 
diagnosis of a learning disability to access special education services for their incorporation of 
more personalized, one-on-one education practices.10
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Even though every student identified for SpEd has an Independent Education Plan (IEP), 
these plans aren’t always used effectively. Therefore, the degree of personalization in SpEd pro-
grams varies depending on the quality of the program. In addition to SpEd programs within 
conventional public schools, Area Learning Centers, State Approved Alternative Programs and 
charter schools focused on alternative approaches to education also sometimes serve high rates 
of young people with IEP’s. Importantly, the PSEO, Concurrent Enrollment and CTE pathways 
help close education gaps for students in special education programs where available. Depending 
on the program, students may receive a high degree of personalization leading to a high-quality 
education, or they may receive a low level of rigor and reduced expectations. In FY ’19 there were 
147,605 E-12 students with an IEP out of a total 815,335.11

Advanced Placement (AP)

AP Practices:
• Separate classrooms

• Standardized curricula

• Summative exams for credit

AP Degree of Personalization
• Low-Moderate

There are more than 35 college-level courses available through this program.12 Advanced 
Placement, or AP courses, are available to high school students as courses that mirror collegiate 
rigor. If a student scores well enough on the year-end assessment, they can receive college credit 
for that course.13

Some schools may allow only some students to enroll in AP courses, using GPA’s or aca-
demic standing as the benchmark for access.14 For many students of color and from low-income 
backgrounds, meeting such benchmarks means navigating a system rife with discrimination. 
Therefore, AP courses should not be considered easily accessible to all students as a pathway to 
personalization.

AP courses are meant to prepare students for college while challenging them academically. 
These courses differ from the Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment, 
both of which lead to college credit if a student demonstrates sufficient performance throughout 
a course as opposed to depending only on a student’s performance on a year-end assessment.

While some students get to choose to take or not take AP courses, the courses themselves 
are not personalized. Therefore, AP courses provide that initial choice with a low degree of per-
sonalization thereafter. In FY ’18, MDE reported that 45,958 students took AP courses.15 Of these, 
73% were white.16
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International Baccalaureate (IB)

IB Practices:
• Separate classrooms

• Standardized curricula

• Seat-time credit earning system

• Project-based learning

IB Degree of Personalization
• Moderate

The IB program was developed in Switzerland as a global program of academic rigor. Schools 
must qualify to become an authorized World School. The IB program includes the Primary Years 
Programme for elementary school students, the Middle Years Programme for middle school stu-
dents, the Degree Programme for 16-19 year-old students and the Career-related Programme for 
16-19 year-olds seeking a career-related experience. The IB program is based on credit-hours, not 
mastery, which means students must spend a minimum amount of time in the program in order 
to graduate as opposed to demonstrating mastery of content or competencies. Within some IB 
courses, students may be granted the opportunity to design their own projects, increasing the 
degree of personalization they receive. As with the AP program, students enrolled in most IB 
courses receive college credit for their work only if they perform well on a year-end assessment 
regardless of their performance across the entirety of a course.

According to the MN Department of Education’s annual Rigorous Course Taking Report, 
“More than 90 percent of U.S. colleges and universities have an IB policy granting incoming stu-
dents academic credit, placement or both, for qualifying grades or scores on IB exams”.17 In FY 
’18 there were 74 programs serving 4,060 students.18 Of these, 39% were students of color.19
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Home Schooling

Pathways Accessible via Home Schooling: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options

• Online Learning

Practices
• Flexible scheduling

• Individualized instruction

Degree of Personalization
• Low-High

Home schooling may be considered one of the least regulated pathways to graduation. For 
parents teaching their own children, they are automatically considered “qualified educators” by 
the state of Minnesota. If someone other than a child’s parent educates a home-schooled student, 
they must have some form of teacher licensure. As well, home school instructors must teach the 
“required subjects” (find a list of required subjects here), but there is no requirement for how 
much time is spent on each subject. Home school instructors must keep a record of subjects 
taught, textbooks and other content used, and samples of student work. They must also evaluate 
their student annually using an approved standardized test and indicate to their local district 
that the student is engaged in home schooling.

Home schooling may be considered one of the most personalizable pathways to learning 
available in Minnesota, but the degree of personalization received by each student depends on 
their instructor. Home school educators engage in practices of flexible scheduling and individ-
ualized instruction. No conclusive data exists to show they types of personalization received by 
home schooled students. Therefore, home schooling’s degree of personalization may vary greatly 
from student to student. In FY ’21 there were 30,955 students enrolled as home schoolers.20

https://hslda.org/post/how-to-comply-with-minnesotas-homeschool-law
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Online Learning (OLL)

Pathways Accessible via Online Learning: 
• Conventional Public School

• Charter School

• Home School

• Inter-district and open enrollment options

Practices
• Asynchronous instruction

• Synchronous instruction

• Office Hours

• Flexible scheduling

• State-mandated curricula

Degree of Personalization
• Moderate

The state of Minnesota officially authorized conventional public schools to offer online 
learning without the requirement of in-person attendance in 2005. Prior to that year, partici-
pation in online learning required students be physically present in some way for conventional 
public schools, which undermined many of the benefits of online learning for students and their 
families/caregivers in need of an education option that allowed for movement. Online chartered 
schools, however, began opening in 2001 (Blue Sky Charter) and 2002 (Trio Wolf Creek).

Online learning allows students to engage in their education in a remote context through 
teacher-led and teacher-developed programs that are in-line with the academic standards of the 
state. In Minnesota, students may choose to enroll in a full-time online program, or in the form 
of supplemental courses. Online learning is taught by Minnesota licensed teachers providing 
courses that meet or exceed state academic standards; students and their credits can transfer to 
other public school districts and apply those toward high school graduation. To be an approved 
public online provider, annual reporting and a three-year review process is required. Both tradi-
tional districts and public chartered public schools are allowed to offer on-line learning. This has 
been a dramatic area of growth during the COVID 19 pandemic.

Intermediate Districts play a unique and important role in the Minnesota education land-
scape as it relates to online learning. An Intermediate District is an approved public school district 
that exists to provide alternative learning, special education, and technology to surrounding 
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school districts that may be too small to afford such services on their own. Intermediate Districts 
do not enroll their own students. Intermediate Districts, like Districts 916 and 287 in Plymouth 
and Little Canada, are two such districts. For example, District 287 developed Northern Star 
Online, a free, standards-aligned online learning program to counter the for-profit online sector.

Figure 3 shows the comparison in online learning enrollment between public conventional 
school students and public chartered school students, whereas Figure 4 shows the total number 
of conventional public schools offering online learning options as compared to the total number 
of public chartered schools offering online learning. These two data visualizations, when taken 
together, show that the seven public chartered schools offering an online learning option served 
almost as many students as the 16 conventional public schools offering online learning in 2018.
Online learning is also an option for students in alternative schools and Area Learning Centers 
(ALCs). Unfortunately, enrollment data from students in alternative schools and ALCs who also 
participate in online learning is not currently available, which means the full picture of crossover 
between these programs is not currently known. Online learning engages the practice of allowing 
students to access content normally provided by conventional public schools, but from anywhere 
and on a flexible schedule. Therefore, online learning could be considered as providing a moder-
ate degree of personalization.

Figure 2. Enrollment in Online 
Learning in Conventional District 
and Public Chartered Schools in 
MN in 2018

Figure 3. Growth in Number of Schools 
Offering Online Learning Options by 
Conventional District and Public Chartered 
from FY 2001-2020
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Figure 4. Enrollment Over Time for Online Learning in MN During FY’s 2001-2020
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Area Learning Centers (ALCs) and State Approved Alternative 
Programs

Pathways Accessible via ALC’s and SAAP’s: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment

• Special Education

• Online Learning

Practices:
• Advisory model

• Personal Learning Plans

• Project-based learning, phenomena-based learning, experiential learning, 
expeditionary learning, outdoor learning, learning productions

• Ethnic studies

• Internships

• Workforce and vocational training

• Packet-driven learning

• Competency-based curricula

• Flexible scheduling

• Flexible budgeting

• Transformative and/or restorative justice

• One-on-one instruction

• Wraparound services

• Culturally sustaining pedagogy

Degree of Personalization
• Moderate-High

Alternative schooling provides more flexible opportunities to earn a high school credential 
than conventional public schools. While most often part of the public education sector, there are 
some private alternative schools in Minnesota. Only students who are academically behind their 
peers, are considered English Language Learners, are pregnant or parenting, or have certain 
qualifying health conditions may enroll in an Area Learning Center (ALC).

ALCs are the most recent legislative product of the Alternative Schools Movement, which 
began in Minnesota in the 1960s.21 In 1988, the Legislature pulled alternative schools and ALCs 
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together under the State Approved Alternative Programs (SAAP) as an option available to all dis-
tricts.22 Alternative schools and ALCs provide students with such practices for personalization as 
personal learning plans, a competency-based curriculum, extended school hours, project-based 
learning, workforce, technical and vocational training, and one-on-one instruction.

YES (For Youth Educational Services) is one example of a state approved alternative school, 
based in Moorhead, Mn that serves students from several Northwestern Minnesota districts. It’s 
run by Lakes Country Service Cooperative, which is a regional school cooperative designed to 
support school districts in their administrative duties and public reporting. YES staff meet indi-
vidually with each student to set goals the week before school opens. Staff meet every 5 weeks 
with students to review and evaluate progress toward those goals. The school also creates groups 
to help students get involved in what interests them. One group is studying Yellowstone National 
Park, and visited the park in Fall, 2021. Another group is focused on helping students prepare to 
make presentations at a statewide conference. YES staff continue to work with students to set up 
groups as they learn more about student interests.

There are also chartered schools in Minnesota that consider themselves alternative, which 
complicates the calculation of enrollment in alternative schools. An example of one alternative 
chartered school not considered an ALC or part of the SAAP is the High School for Recording 
Arts. This school has purposefully served young people who have been pushed and kicked out of 
conventional public schools since its founding in 1998. The roughly 350 students served by the 
High School for Recording Arts each year are not counted within the state’s data on enrollment 
in the alternative sector because the school is formally considered a chartered school. In 2018, 
the alternative sector served 148,333 individual students over the course of the year.23 In some 
alternative schools, students receive access to education despite incarceration. Students might 
also be provided with a personal learning plan, which literally tailors learning to the specific 
interests and needs of each student. For these reasons, alternative programs may provide a mod-
erate-to-high degree of personalization.
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Chartered Public Schools 

Pathways Accessible via Chartered schools: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment

• Special Education

• Online Learning

Practices
• Small school model

• Advisory model

• Personal Learning Plans

• Project-based learning, phenomena-based learning, experiential learning, 
expeditionary learning, outdoor learning, learning productions

• Ethnic studies

• Internships

• Workforce and vocational training

• Packet-driven learning

• Competency-based curricula

• Flexible scheduling

• Flexible budgeting

• One-on-one instruction

• Wraparound services

• Transformative and/or restorative justice

• Conventional approaches to education

• No-excuses approaches to student behavior

• Culturally sustaining pedagogy

Degree of personalization
• Low-High

Chartered schools are, perhaps, the most robust public pathway to personalized schooling 
in the state. Chartered schools stem in part from Black Americans’ efforts to establish schools for 
Black students in a country whose school system had mostly served to undermine Black self-de-
termination. The concept of chartering (creating new non-sectarian public schools open to all, 
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outside the control of local districts) was first mentioned by Black scholar Kenneth B. Clark in 
196824, and then taken further in 1988 by President of the American Federation of Teachers, Al 
Shanker,25 before passing for the first time in the US in Minnesota in 1991.2627

The initial purpose of chartering in Minnesota was, in part, to serve as an option for stu-
dents, families and educators. Another purpose was to serve as a research and development sector 
to the conventional public sector, providing laboratory spaces for educators to test new and inno-
vative approaches that might close the opportunity gap between wealthier and white students 
and students of color and from low-income backgrounds. Perhaps it’s for this reason that many 
of the more recent practices in personalized learning for students such as project-based learning, 
phenomena-based learning, personal learning plans, paid for-credit internships, outdoor learn-
ing opportunities, explicitly anti-racist approaches to curriculum and instruction, experiential 
learning, expeditionary learning, and learning productions can be found in chartered schools.

A chartered school does not indicate a particular type of school. In fact, chartering indicates 
the ability for a chartered school to identify its own practices, thus making each chartered school 
different. Chartered schools are authorized and held accountable to standards of achievement 
agreed upon between the chartered school and its charter authorizer. A charter authorizer may 
be an intermediate district, a post-secondary institution, a non-profit social service organization, 
or a non-profit. Innovative Quality Schools (IQS) exists as one important example of the latter. 
The stated mission of IQS is “to authorize charter schools that are innovative and successful in 
preparing students to achieve their full potential.”28

Schools like Best Academy, designed to serve young Black men by using a “gap-closing” frame-
work,29 the Jane Goodall Environmental Sciences Academy, designed with a focus on environmental 
education,30 and Paladin Career and Technical High School, an alternative chartered school designed 
with a focus on vocational training and social-emotional learning that is trauma-informed,31 are all 
examples of the various ways that the chartered sector allows for personalized pathways to graduation. 
Friendship Academy of the Arts, St Croix Academy Middle School and Yinghua Academy, three quite 
different Minnesota chartered public schools, have earned the “Blue Ribbon” designation from the US 
Department of Education, symbolic of being among the most effective public schools in the country. 
They also differ quite greatly from each other, making it difficult to identify the degree of personaliza-
tion occurring within the chartered sector.

Unique public chartered school options seeking to personalize learning exist across the 
state. Athos Leadership Academy in St. Cloud, MN focuses on academics, athletics and character 
in their more than 600 students grades K-8. Rochester STEM Academy, also seeking to prepare its 
students for a competitive global market, aims to graduate its seniors with not just a high school 
diploma, but an Associates of Arts degree as well. This is done through encouraging participation 
in the PSEO program. Dream Technical Academies in Willmar and Owatonna emphasize pro-
viding internship opportunities in students’ preferred career pathways by connecting students to 
mentors in business and the community. Their process of setting goals with students and check-
ing on progress towards those goals focuses on the metacognitive skills involved in goal setting 
as a practice. They hope to prepare students for a future full of jobs that have not yet been created.
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In chartered schools, students might receive a focus on their own cultural heritage and what 
it means to grow up in Minnesota through a particular cultural lens. Students might also receive 
the opportunity to focus on the pursuit of an artistic craft, such as at the St. Paul Conservatory 
for Performing Artists. This chartered school tracks its own student-to-teaching-artist ratio and 
the number of students who attend a post-secondary school with an arts focus.32

Figure 5 shows the growth of student enrollment in all programs offering personalized 
pathways to graduation over the last 32 years (except conventional public schools). Figure 5 
depicts chartered school enrollment as currently equal to that of the private sector. It is possible 
that, with a dataset accurate to the overlapping nature of the many program types composing 
the personalized pathways to graduation, the chartered school sector may be the largest. In FY 
’21, 65,774 students were enrolled in chartered schools.33 The Center for School Change puts 
the growth of the chartered sector in perspective:  “Statewide, Minnesota enrollment in public 
schools created by the process of chartering has more than quadrupled from 10,162 in 2001-
2002 to 65,420 in 2020-21. Meanwhile, district sector public school enrollment declined from to 
831,535 to 785,345”.34

Although some chartered schools provide highly personalized programs, others closely 
resemble conventional public schooling. Therefore, chartered schools may provide anywhere 
from a low degree of personalization to a high degree of personalization.

Figure 5. Private Secondary Enrollment Vs. Enrollment in Some Personalized 
Pathways MN in FY 1989-2021

This graph uses data presenting the unduplicated enrollment of students in the various sectors provided by the MDE. “Undu-
plicated” means no student has been counted twice across any of the identified program types. In the case of PSEO, the number 
represented refers only to the PSEO students enrolled in PSEO full-time. The PSEO Enrollment number does not, therefore, 
include Concurrent Enrollment or students enrolled part-time in PSEO. For the accurate number of students enrolled in PSEO 
and Concurrent Enrollment, see Figure 6. Alternative School Enrollment includes ALC’s and charter schools who are members 
of the SAAP. It does not, however, include charter schools with alternative programming not formally considered an ALC or 
part of the SAAP.
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Post-Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO)

Pathways Accessible via PSEO: 
• Conventional Public Schools

• Private Schools

• Home School

• Chartered Schools

• ALC’s and SAAP’s

Practices
• College-level courses for high school students

Degree of personalization
• Moderate-High

In 1985, Minnesota became the first state to pass legislation that legalized and funded 
(via dollars following students) free post-secondary education for students still enrolled in high 
school. The Post-Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) are defined in the annual “Rigorous 
Course Taking” report to the Legislature as allowing: 

“High school students to earn college credit at no cost and, after graduation 
from high school, to potentially enter into postsecondary institutions with some 
course requirements already met… The Postsecondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) 
program allows high school students to enroll in courses taught by college instruc-
tors on college campuses with each participating postsecondary institution setting 
its own enrollment requirements for admission. The program provides students with 
a greater variety of class offerings and the opportunity to pursue more challenging 
coursework than may be available at the high school. Students may enroll in PSEO 
courses on a part- time or full-time basis.”35 Students also may take PSEO courses 
on-line, using their school’s or their own computers.

PSEO makes it possible for students who seek a more rigorous educational experience in a 
more flexible learning environment (i.e. a college/university campus) while still in high school 
to receive said experience at no cost to the student. Many students, more than half, who enroll 
in PSEO do so because they either do not enjoy the high school campus experience due to lack 
of unsafety, bullying, harassment, racism or otherwise, or they prefer the flexibility of a college 
campus, or they are seeking additional challenge, or all three.36 For LGBTQI2S+ students and 
students with what might be considered more “adult” responsibilities, such as working, taking 
care of siblings or parents and providing for a family, the college environment feels more in-line 
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with their lived experience than the sometimes-infantilizing ways young people get treated in 
high school environments.3738 Within these courses, students may be able to personalize some of 
their projects or coursework, but otherwise data does not allow for an accurate understanding of 
the degree of personalization within these programs and the practices unfolding beyond that of 
offering courses for college credit at the high school level.

Importantly, credit transference isn’t always guaranteed. Not every post-secondary institu-
tion will recognize credit from every other post-secondary institution. Moreover, some colleges 
limit the amount of dual credit accepted, regardless of how well students did. Much of the work 
to have credits recognized from school to school has been successful. Information on this for 
policymakers can be found here, for students, parents and guardians it can be found here.

Data from the MDE shows that students participating in PSEO or Concurrent Enrollment 
are far more likely to graduate from high school and earn some form of post-secondary certificate 
or diploma. The data tables in Appendix 1 show the stark differences in graduation rates from 
high school and college for special education students and by race and ethnicity when enrolled in 
PSEO, Concurrent Enrollment (which includes CTE), AP and IB courses.

Considerable research shows that dual credit programs are most valuable for students from 
low-income families and those who potentially are first generation college graduates. For example, 
a 2008 study from Teachers College at Columbia University found that “Males, low-income, and 
low-achieving high school students all appear to benefit from participation in dual enrollment 
to a greater extent than their dual enrollment peers who enter college courses with more social, 
economic, and educational advantages”.39 As well, “Students who participate in dual enrollment 
are more likely than their peers to finish high school, enter college and complete a degree”.40

No data can be found regarding the kinds of courses students select and enrollment within 
each course. Students can, however, attend PSEO courses online from their high school campuses 
using their schools’ computers, which helps alleviate obstacles to transportation. As well, 95% of 
students surveyed said that they would take the PSEO pathway again if they had the chance.41 For 
these reasons, PSEO is considered as providing a moderate-to-high degree of personalization.

Importantly, the MDE has not yet been able to gather enrollment data on PSEO by Contract, 
which occurs when high schools and post-secondary institutions establish their own contractual 
arrangement for the delivery of PSEO. Schools engaging in PSEO by Contract, according to some 
counts, may be enrolling upwards of 10,000 additional students in the PSEO program who have 
not been accounted for by the MDE, which would drive the overall reach of this pathway to 
personalization up even further. Figure 6 shows enrollment in the various pathways to personal-
ization for PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment.

https://www.ohe.state.mn.us/pdf/dca_CreditAcceptancePoliciesMNCollegesUniversities.pdf
https://www.ohe.state.mn.us/mPg.cfm?pageID=2236
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Concurrent Enrollment—a.k.a. “College in Schools”

Pathways Accessible via Concurrent Enrollment: 
• Conventional Public Schools

• Private Schools

• Home School

• Public Chartered Schools

• ALC’s and SAAP’s

Practices
• College-level courses for high school students

Degree of personalization
• Low-Moderate

The Concurrent Enrollment—sometimes known as “College in Schools”—program is 
sought after by a much different demographic of students than those who seek PSEO. Often, 
Concurrent Enrollment students have no issue with the high school environment and simply seek 
college course credit and college-level education content while in high school. The Concurrent 
Enrollment program differs from the PSEO program by having high school faculty be trained 
by college faculty to teach college level courses on high school campuses.42 Students attend 
Concurrent Enrollment courses in their high schools without leaving campus.

Figure 6. Enrollment in MN’s PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment by Total and by 
Program Type 2009-2018
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This graph shows the growth in enrollment in PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment over time, from 2009-2018. The light blue 
columns show the total enrollment in PSEO, whereas the other colored columns show enrollment in PSEO by conventional 
public schools, home schoolers, private schools, and the Concurrent Enrollment program. Data on PSEO does not yet factor 
out students engaged in PSEO by way of public chartered schools.

Career and Technical Education (CTE)

Pathways Accessible via CTE: 
• College credit

• Core content high school credit

Practices
• Experiential learning

• Interdisciplinary learning/instruction

• Project-based learning

• Hands-on learning

Degree of personalization
• Moderate

The Career and Technical Education pathway provides opportunities for students to 
engage in courses that meet core content credit requirements in English, Math, Science and the 
Humanities through the application of skills required for the trades, technical and occupational 
practices.43 MDE has developed the CTE Credit Equivalency rubric to identify how CTE courses 
can support high school students in meeting core academic credit. This pathway leverages the 
practices of relevant, hands-on, project-based, experiential and interdisciplinary learning/
instruction.

In 2019, 4,809 students accessed CTE courses via Concurrent Enrollment.44 According to 
MDE, 65% of students engaged in CTE at the high school level enroll in post-secondary school-
ing.45 Of these, 86% were placed in a job after the second quarter of their program completion.46 
Of high school students enrolled in CTE, 92% of those graduate high school compared to 83.8% 
statewide.47 This data directly contradicts the general assumption that students enrolling in the 
CTE pathway somehow underperform students like them in more traditional pathways. Some 
CTE pathways offer a high degree of personalization while others do not. For that reason, the 
CTE pathway could be said to demonstrate a moderate degree of personalization. As well, since 
CTE courses may unfold outside the purview of Concurrent Enrollment, the total number of 
students enrolled in this pathway may be far greater than the number listed here.

file:///Users/michaellipset/Downloads/Career%20and%20Technical%20Education%20Credit%20Equivalencies%20(Feb%202020)%20v4.pdf
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Private Schools

Pathways Accessible via Private Schools: 
• Post-Secondary Enrollment Options and Concurrent Enrollment

• Special Education

• Online Learning

• International Baccalaureate and Advanced Placement

Practices
• College preparatory programs

• Single-gender schools

• Small school models

• Personal Learning Plans

• Advisory model

• Project-based learning, phenomena-based learning, experiential learning, 
expeditionary learning, outdoor learning, learning productions

• Ethnic studies

• Internships

• Workforce and vocational training

• Packet-driven learning

• Competency-based curricula

• Flexible scheduling

• Flexible budgeting

• One-on-one instruction

• Wraparound services

• Transformative and/or restorative justice

• Conventional approaches to education

• No-excuses approaches to student behavior

• Culturally sustaining pedagogy

Degree of Personalization
• Low-High
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The private school sector has been included in this report because it provides what families/
caregivers perceive to be otherwise unavailable in the public sector. By nature of its existence as 
an option meant to meet individual students’ needs, it is considered a pathway to personalization. 
Although many private schools serve students along the lines of college preparatory approaches to 
schooling, religious approaches to schooling, single-gender approaches to schooling and beyond, 
they also provide families/caregivers with a sense of security that their students are receiving an 
“above average” education.

For many families/caregivers, this simple sense of having received something of quality 
that they paid for is enough to feel as though their students are receiving a personalized form of 
education. Within each private school, however, students may experience a range of personaliza-
tion, from something akin to a conventional offering to that of a highly personalized program. 
Private schools are, of course, only available to those who can afford them. Therefore, they are 
often seen as lacking in socio-economic diversity, which regularly translates into a lack of racial 
and ethnic diversity.

Tribally Controlled Schools

Pathways Accessible via Tribally Controlled Schools: 
• Unknown

Practices
• Culturally relevant/sustaining pedagogy

Degree of Personalization
• Moderate

 The Bureau of Indian Education is a federal program that exists outside of state-level edu-
cation systems. Within the Bureau of Indian Education are what the Bureau itself refers to as 
Bureau-controlled schools, Navajo Controlled Schools and Tribally Controlled Schools. Only 
Tribally Controlled Schools exist in Minnesota at the moment. These schools fit the definition 
of personalization by providing Indigenous/Indian/Aboriginal (IIA) students and their families/
caregivers with a culturally relevant48 education option operated by and for IIA communities. 
The Bureau of Indian Education first began its shift from its historically destructive, genocidal, 
assimilative past to its current role as providing a culturally relevant education in 1934. This Act 
allowed for the teaching of IIA culture and history in schools that were then under the purview 
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.49

In 1975, the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act allowed for these 
schools to be operated by federally recognized tribes.50 Then, in 1978 the Education Amendments 
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Act provided funds to Bureau of Indian Education schools, allowed for IIA school boards, and 
allowed for the hiring of local teachers and staff.51

As of 2021, the Bureau of Indian Education network has grown nationally to provide 
46,000 IIA students on 64 reservations across 23 states and 183 schools a more personalized 
form of education.52 Of these, four Tribally Controlled Schools operate in Minnesota to serve 
almost 700 students.53 These are the Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig School in Bena, Minnesota, the Circle 
of Life Survival School in White Earth, Minnesota, the Fond-du-Lac Ojibwe School in Cloquet, 
Minnesota, and the Nay-Ah-Shing School in Onamia, Minnesota. Each of these schools have a 
focus on the sustenance of indigenous language practices, one of the most important components 
of sustaining culture through education.54 The Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig School is in the Chippewa 
National Forest, allowing for outdoor education practices specific to the Ojibwe. This school iden-
tified itself as an alternative school. Based on these practices, Minnesota’s Tribally Controlled 
Schools can be said to have a moderate degree of personalization, since they practice attending 
to students’ culture and heritage but it is unclear to what degree beyond that they attend to each 
specific student’s needs.
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CONCLUSION

To improve the public education system, an accurate data snapshot depicting what some students 
seek to personalize their education must be made publicly available. As it stands, the Minnesota 
Department of Education has provided an extensive but incomplete depiction of these pathways 
and student experiences therein. While unduplicated counts of enrollment in most pathways ex-
ists, it is also true that students can be enrolled in many pathways at once. For example, IB might 
be available in public and private schools, but only total enrollment in IB programs is provided. 
PSEO is available in many types of schools, and some data is provided on PSEO enrollment by 
school type, but this picture is also incomplete. Pathways like the PSEO by Contract program 
have zero representation among the data covering the personalized schooling sector in Minne-
sota. One cannot tell from this data system the number of students benefitting from many of 
these pathways at once. In order to accurately describe Minnesota’s public education system, to 
understand what it looks like and know how to evaluate its efficacy, the state needs to make some 
changes to its data systems.

A data system designed to portray the pathways to personalization in Minnesota would:

• Determine the number of students accessing each pathway

• Account for students who access multiple pathways

• Document the practices for personalization occurring within each pathway

• Do so in a way that considers age, race, ethnicity, class, gender identity, sexual orienta-
tion, physical disability and diagnoses of learning disability

• Solicit the voices of young people directly in the data gathering process

• Make this data easily accessible to the public

By documenting these practices, researchers could then identify the degree of personaliza-
tion occurring within each pathway. Doing so would enable students and parents to make better 
informed decisions along their education journeys. It would also enable policy makers to more 
effectively respond to the needs of Minnesota’s school-going public, making a self-improving 
education system more possible.

Once these changes have been made, conversations about improving Minnesota’s public 
school system may evolve from where they are now. Gathering additional data about personal-
ization can help contribute not only to the description of the problem, but also solutions to the 
problem.
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APPENDIX 1

Difference in High School Graduation Rates by Race/Ethnicity for FY’ 2019 
in Minnesota Based on Enrollment in Rigorous Courses (excluding PSEO and 
Concurrent Enrollment)
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Difference in High School Graduation Rates by Race/Ethnicity for FY’ 2019 in 
Minnesota Based on Enrollment in PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment (Including 
CTE) 
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Difference in High School Graduation Rates by Special Population for FY’ 2019 
in Minnesota Based on Enrollment in Rigorous Courses (excluding PSEO and 
Concurrent Enrollment)

Difference in High School Graduation Rates by Special Population for FY’ 2019 in 
Minnesota Based on Enrollment in PSEO and Concurrent Enrollment (Including CTE) 
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Difference in College Graduation Rates by Race/Ethnicity and Special Population Based 
on Enrollment in PSEO or College In Schools for Minnesota FY 2016
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